
name
Yago Gonzalez

mobile
+44 7490 303306

address
London, UK

availability
4 weeks

e-mail
info@yago.dev

website
www.yago.dev

github
github.yago.dev

linkedin
linkedin.yago.dev

about
I am a specialized Front End Developer with expertise in React and CSS. My passion lies in creating amazing UI
designs, leveraging responsive design, animations, and CSS-in-JS to make web pages look and feel like native
applications. I strive to create a user-friendly web UI that is intuitive and easy to navigate.

I am also invested in optimizing workflows and leveraging automation to make ways of working more agile and
efficient. I am a strong advocate of Continuous Integration/Continuous Deployment (CI/CD) and enjoy using the
latest tools and technologies to streamline processes and make everyone's lives easier. Staying up-to-date
with the latest front-end trends and technologies is also a priority for me, and I am particularly interested in
Optimistic UI, SSR/SSG, GraphQL, NextJS, and TypeScript.

skills
HTML
HTML5, Semantic, Accessibility, ARIA, Responsive Web Design
CSS
CSS3, Sass, BEM, OOCSS, SMACSS, Flexbox, CSS Grid, PostCSS, Bootstrap, Foundation, Tailwind
JavaScript
ES6, TypeScript, jQuery, GraphQL, Unit Testing, Jest, E2E Testing, Playwright, Cypress, Puppeteer, MSW
React
Redux, Redux Toolkit, Redux Thunk, Gatsby, Nextjs, React Query, Apollo Client, Urql, Reselect, React Router, Reach Router,
Emotion, Styled Components, React Testing Library, Framer Motion, React Pose, React Spring, Storybook
Tools
GIT, CircleCI, AWS, Netlify, Vercel, Webpack, Parcel, ESLint, Prettier, Grunt, Gulp, Sketch, Figma, Zeplin, Adobe Photoshop,
Adobe XD, Adobe Target, Google Analytics
Misc
UI Design, UX Design, Wireframing, Agile, Scrum, Kanban, TDD, BDD, A/B Testing, CI/CD

work experience

03/2023
Currently Senior Front End Engineer Contract

at E.On Next - London (UK)

Collaborated effectively within the Front End team to deliver impactful solutions that elevated both user experience
and developer productivity. Notable achievements encompass:

- Devised and executed a novel incentive campaign aimed at boosting client engagement and soliciting
valuable feedback on energy meter data.

- Successfully led the implementation of the appointment rebook feature, enhancing user convenience and
streamlining the booking process.

- Collaborated closely with the technical team to enhance the utilization of the headless CMS, contributing to
improved content management workflows and system efficiency.

http://info@yago.dev
https://yago.dev
https://github.yago.dev/
https://linkedin.yago.dev/
https://www.eonnext.com


06/2021
03/2023 Senior Front End Engineer Full-time

at Tray.io - London (UK)

As a member of the Content Engineering squad, I contributed to the development of the Marketing, Documentation,
and Academy websites. My recent accomplishments include:

- Fully refactored a website using the latest technologies such as TypeScript and improved the testing suite,
resulting in improved code quality, maintainability, and scalability.

- Successfully refactored another project from Gatsby to Next.js for improved performance and scalability.
- Migrated a project from local MDX files to Contentful, streamlining the content management process.
- Implemented E2E testing to ensure optimal website functionality and user experience.
- Upgraded our CI/CD pipelines and migrated them to Github Actions for more efficient and effective

development workflows.

As a senior team member, I also play a key role in the front-end guild and participate in the interview process for
new hires.

12/2020
03/2021 Senior Front End Engineer Full-time

at Babylon Health - London (UK)

Working within the Appointments squad to develop and improve the user booking web flow and the appointment
management service tool.

As part of the wider technical team I collaborate to move forward the technical stack, improve the pipeline, increase
automated processes and overall help create a better developer experience.

10/2019
12/2020 Senior Software Engineer Full-time

at Sainsbury’s - London (UK)

As Front End Tech Lead of one of the teams in the marketing family, I’m responsible for shaping the direction of the
Front End architecture of the products from inception to delivery with particular attention to the React landscape.
My target is to improve the performance of the sites, reduce error rates and boost accessibility; with particular focus
on tooling to increase automation and the developer experience in order to deliver more, faster and safer.

As part of the leadership team of the family, I’m heavily involved with the interview process and the family’s
community of practices, where I’m really active by collaborating, sharing and reaching out to other colleagues and
teams.

For more information about previous roles: yago.dev

education
2015 Higher Technician in Development of Web Applications IES Chan Do Monte - Spain

2014 Technician in Microcomputer Systems and Networks IES Chan Do Monte - Spain

languages

mother tongue Spanish & Galician

C1 English

hobbies

Games TV Shows Films

Travel UX/UI Design Gadgets

https://tray.io
https://www.babylonhealth.com/
https://www.sainsburys.co.uk/
https://yago.dev/work

